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for their support. That is the beginning of nomadism, and I am sure that we shall yet discover many interesting facts to show us the development of nomadism and of breeding domestic animals in the Old World, too.
A real civilization of the degree described above we are familiar with, in America, in two countries. The first developed in the arid regions of North America, in the country of canyons and in the high half-deserts of Mexico. The other descended from the high, arid pdramos of the South American Cordilleras. The two are perfectly independent of each other and both originated spontaneously.
Some traces of diluvial man have been found recently in Mexico between volcanic deposits which show that man was already living in America in the glacial age. During the glacial period probably every connection between Eurasia and America was cut off unless the Innuits, or Eskimos, kept up some connection, perhaps, as they do to-day, living on the border of the ice area. It is sure, at all events, that the Eskimos, with their highly developed implements and their communistic social life, speak of the Athabasca Indians as wild men.
The origin of the higher civilization of the North American Indians we must search for in the cliff-dwellings. I have no time now to enumerate every small fact to prove this theory, but I think it is enough to mention that the religion of the Mexican civilized peoples is surely descended from the religion of the cliff-dwellers and Pueblo Indians. The elements of Mexican and Yucatecan architecture are visible in the architecture of the cliff-dwellings and pueblos. Moreover, during our recent very interesting and important excursion I was quite surprised to find that the origin of Mexican ornamental art can be traced back to the textile products, baskets and pottery of the cliff-dwellers. It was especially instructive for me to see and study the archseological collection of the Deseret Museum in Salt Lake City.
The textile industry and the basketwork of the cliff-dwellers stood on a very high plane. The designs used in basketry and textile work will be found repeated in a marvelous series of imitations on the pottery. Indeed it was evidently the intention of the Indian potter only to imitate the beautiful Indian baskets, as demonstrated by the interesting pots which were made with the aid of a basket. The basket was covered on the inside with potter's earth and then

